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Sociologists may look at the same basic data from various
points of view. They witl decide that different ohsetvations are.
important.. Different questions w:11 be raised. They will he studied
by different perspectives to explain their.data. In the seventies
there have been several attempts to categorize these variouti
approaches (sea tor example, Mullins, 1973; Ritter, 1975; Roughey,
1978; Sherman, 1974). Such distinctions are realistic. The social
world is complex ard Jigerse. So must be our explorations of it.
Furthermore this is a strength, not a weakness of sociology. No one
perspective has the ultimate handle on truth and each is subject to
critical evaluation

What is said of sociology as a whole is true of the sociology
.of women or the sociology of the family. The complexity of the social
world,.as experienced by women, should be reflected it* the diversity
of attempts at explanation. It is iinrealistic to lay claim to a single,
correct or appropriate point of view. The. stfrngth of a diversity of
approaches is assumed in the following discussion which examines and
evaluates the sociology of women and ofthe family IZrom several points
of view. There is general agreemert that there arc three distinct
approaclies or paradigms in sociology. As Sherman (1974) and lioughey
(1978) explain, 'these involve three fundamental choices in "dc,ing
sociology". Is the emphifitis to be on (1) discovering social lawsi. (2)
understanding and interpreting the social world, or (3) changing it?
These three choices are not mutually exclusive. Nor is one !werier
to another. Each is more or less appropriate tor different types of
problems. Perhaps it is when the choices are confused that the analyst
runs into trouble. The point in outlining these three paradtgms is
not to establish the best way to.study sociological issues. It IF to
delineate and evaluate what has been done in the sociology of women
,and the family when one begins by asking whether the end is to explain,
interpret, or change the social world.

Paradigms may be categorized according to (1) their assump
tions about social reality (2) their theoretical orientations (3)

methodologies and (4) exemplars (Ritxer, 1975). The distinetions 1

nutlined below are adaptations of Sherman (1974), Houghey (1978) and
overlap with those made by others including Habermas (1971).

Explaining the Social World - Positivism:

Positivism or functionalism has a well-estahlinhed position
in all substantive areas of sociology. Its appeal lies partly in its
normative base. in other words its explanations lit well with what
we have come to accept as common sense explanations of how the world
runs. In 1959 Kingsley Davis argued in his presidential address to
the American Sociological Association that all sociology was in fact
functionalist. Since that time other theorists have echoed the same
claim (Fallding, 1972; Habermas, 1971). The centrality of functionalism



is also evident in the Amphasis on this perspective in undergraduate
textbooks in sociology .

There is no argument that Durkheim (1858-1917) is the exemplar
of positivism. His definition of social facts neatly describes the
subject matter of positivism.

"A social fact is every way of acting;' fixed or not, capable of
exercising on the individual an external constraint; or again
every way of acting whichris general Oroughout a given society,
while at.the same time existirk in its own right independent
of its individual manifestations." (Durkheim 1964:13)

The definition tells us that social facts constrain indivi-
duals. It also tells us that they are greater than the sum of the
individuals who comprise them. Positivists assume that social reality
is "out there"; that it can be objectively defined and studied.
Traditionally, they emphasise *he study of the social order and how
participants become socialized into the existing order. How is it
sustained? How are participants sustained by it? The concepts, or
social facts which are the focut of study are roles, values, institu-
tions and structures.

Positivism then is the tudy of social facts. Cenerally\,.

there is a commitment to-uncover 4 the laws whic:1 govern these. The
method used is adopted from physical science. A guidin3 principle is
Comte'S dictum, "To know, in order to predict. to predict in order to
control." More specifically, positivists rely on aggregate data such
as obtained from questionnaires or interviews in their objective study
of the social world. This is despite'the inconsistency pointed out by
Ritzer (1975). Positivists need data describing "wholes" not "parts"
since the °wholes" are assumed to be greater than the sum of the "parts".

Because the emphasis has been.on order, and order is sustained
by consensus, positivistic theories have been accused of a conservative
bias. This is particularly true of the reaction to the theories of,
Talcott Parsons, the most prolific oL the modern-day functionalists.
Gans (1972) has shown that functionalism need not be conservative. In

the article, "The Positive Functions of Poverty", he pointed out four-
teen ways in which the poor serve the rest of socicty. He showed that
poverty could be eliminated if functional alternatives were provided
for thesn. In doing this, Gans has provided a critique of the existing
order, uAing the basic principles oi functionalism.

The term positiviF is used her refers to a wide variety
of perspectives, among which Lhere may be little agreement over specifics.
Generally speaking !icwever, there are certain underlying consistencies..
They all consider the social world as an.objective social reality: one
that can be 'studied scientifically using methods borrowed from natural
science. Like natural scientists, their goal is to explain. The terms



functionalism and mainstream scieiology have been used interchangOly
wit!: positivism for good reason. Functionalism has long dominated
North American sociology. Othar positivistic theories such as Exchange
Theory have had relatively little impact when coMpared with various
functionalist approaches. It is the underlying concentration on
explaining the objective social world using scientific methods which
distinguished positivism from radical or interpretive sociology.

Understanding the Social World - Interpretive Sociology:

Max Weber (1864-1920) did not share Durkheim's view that
social reality was objective. For Weber, social reality is subjectively
defined. ,Interpretive sociology begins its analysis of the social world
from the viewpoint of the participants. It studabs ways in which
subjective definitions of social reality.are created, experienced and
described by participants in the system. And, to make things more
interesting, social reality includes ehe prevalent social theoriis and
assumptions about human nature. Raising this issue leads one into the
sociology of knowledge.

Theoretical orientations which start from these basic assump-
tions range from symbolic interaction to ethnomethodologyi from
Labelling Theories to Dramatukgical Analysis. Some of the important
constructs are Mead's "1" and "Me"; Cooley's "Looking Class. Self",
and W.I. Thomas' "Definition of the Situatiotr. All share an interest
in the processes'of self andirlality definitivn. They begin with the
.actor as a social being, in contrast to the positivist's emphasis on
social structure. Not that Interpretive sociologists deny structure.
They do not. But they see it as part of-IC-constructed reality not as
something that exists apart from the -individual. The methodological
dictate of interpretive sociology is Weber's idea of Verstehen.
Verstehen is loosely translated as 'interpretive understanding'.
Cenerally,,interpretive linderstanding comes from the use of observa-
tional techniques. That the process of drawing conclusions from what .

is observed requires some deduction on the part of the observer is p
problem (Ritzer, 1975). A researcher's conclusions about what is
observed are themseives based on his or her own "definition of the
situation".

Changing the Social World - Radical Sociology:

The exemplar for radical sociologists is Karl Marx (1818-1883).
Marxist analyses in North American sociology are rvlatively recent.
This is partly'explained by the pervasiveness of functionalism. On
the other hand, the rediscovery of Marxism in North America seems to
be coupled with the general social disillusionment of the 1960's. The
post-war years were characterized by a consensus and affluence which
coincided neatly with the normative theories of functionalism. Yet
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by the 1960's.critical thinkers began to point out 'several serious
failings of the affluent society. They drew attention to blatant and
pervarive cases of social inequality - economic and racial first,
sexual later. A classic example of this type of social criticism was
Michael Harrington's book,.The Other America (1963). As he forced
us 'to realize, one querter of American society was livng in hopeless
poverty, virtually ignored by the rest. In the same year, Betty
.Friedan published The Feminine Myitigue-and drew attention to'another
contradiction of post-war consensus. To some, these social realities'
were more appropriately analyzed by Marxist rather than tunctionalist
models.

What is disAnct about the radical perspective is the
explicit linking of theoretical analysis and active practice (praxes).
In contrast to the positivist emphasis on objectivity, radical
sociologists cannot separate themselves from the purpose of their
research. Another:important principle of radical sociology-is histori-
cal analysis.

Perhaps a word of caution is in order befoie looking at
what it means to study the sociology of women and the,family from these
three points, of view. Simply stated, paradigms are no more 'than,
useful ways of organizing sociological questions and answers... -They
are constsucts and we should avoid their reification. Another
'important point ls this: none of the three exemplars confined them-
selved to one, and only one paradigm. Weber for example, despite his
contribution to interpretive sociology did most of his own work in the
positivist tradition. This is true of o.:.her key figures in modern
sociology including the work of sociologists discussed in this paper.
Yet this does not detract from the'utility of paradigmatic distinctions
as conceptual tools.

With this general outline of the three paradigms we may turn
to a critical appraisal of the sociology of momen and the family. We
begin with a discussion of functionalist approaches to the topic. As
with many substantive areas of sociology, it is not difficult to I

substantiate the claim that functionalism has dominated. Interpretive
and radical sociology are posed as alternatives to the mainstream
thinking. Most often, advacates of each (or both) dlternatives.begins
with a critique (sometimes implicit) of functionalism. In one sense
both alternatives are radical. Both demand a reformulation of the way
we approach thr pursuit of knowledge of human society. We will begin
then by examining the strengths and weaknesses of functionalism. Next
we will look at the shape of the alternatives.

Positivism and the Sociology of Women and the Family

The poiat of this paper is to describe how each of the three
paradigms helps us to understand women and the family. To do this,
we will first describe the paradigms, their major theories, methods
and exemplars and then discuss the advantage:. and disadvantages of
each paradigm.

$3
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The ()este assumption made by positivistic soclology..i.s.that
.the world of social raations has an order which caa be studied objec-
tively. In answer to the Robbesian question the positivist seeks to
find 'universal causal social laws that explain this order. They ask
questions such as, How'is social order possible? andl*How is social
order maintained? These are the fundamental questions. They may be .

directed at any .of three levels of analysis the macrd level, the
micro level, and what Merton has celled theories of the middle range
(1949). Interactions at all three levels are assumed to maintain
equilibrium in a system at that Particular levet. So Fred.L. Strodbeck
(1963) on the micro level studied decision making between couples and
then categorized the couple's system as equalitarian., male dOminated
or female dominated. On a macro level Zelditch attempted to explain
the stability of whole societies in terms of the universal division of
labour into instrumental and expressive roles (1963). And Bell and
Vogel (1960) have presented a middle range theory in which they describe
the interrelationships of social institutions such as the family4 the
economy, the polity nd the community. The point is that regardless
of whether they speak of rolestt institutions or societies, the
assumption of a continuing.system exists.

Furr.tionalism is the predominate theoretical perspective within

P_9_s_ttivisticsocioloits=x--.id"so"olo'ortheIgeffafaLLY...LLs
well. (Morgan, 1975).

From this perspective the family is seen as an objective
and observable system or institution made up of parts which ave inter-
depenuent and related to one another. The institution ot the family is
also viewed as being in an interdependent relationship with other
institutions like the economy, the polity and the community (Bell and
Vogel, 1960).. Relationships amongst parts of the internal family
system are analysed with the use of such ancepts as roles, norms,
expectations and excbanges. The individual family is seen as a system,
in stasis, maintaining order. Each member of the system.is seen as
providing functions which serve to enhahce the continuation of the ,

order or dysfunctions which lead to the demise of the family system.
In this way each part makes some contribution, whether positive or
negative to the maintenance or the stability of the family system. At

the same time, the family itself is considered to be in interactive .

relationship with ether institutions in the society. Thus it is seen
as contributing ie eutunctional or dysfunctional ways to the maintenance
of the larger social system or society of which it is a part.

In the sociology of the family there are two seminal works
in this paradigm; the one viewing the relationships of the family with
other institutions aod the other looking at the internal dynamics of

the family. These works are on the universality of the family (e.g.
Murdock,1949; Reiss,1971) and the work or the division of labour and
differentiation and specialization in the nuclear family (Parsons and



Bales, 1955). In the first of tfuse the focus is on tha family vs.
'a system and its interdependence with other institationS external to
it and in the second the locus is on the familysava system with focus
on the internal dynamics of the system.

.The first questien has intrigued family sociologists of
this paradigm for a long time. Is the family universal? Is the family
necessary? Does"the family everywhere contribute to the maintenance
of order in the society? Few observers, using common sense would'

.

disagree. with this. A.basic folk wisdom is that the health of the
family acts ae a kitinus paper and is indicative of the health of.the
society. If the family is healthy, so is the society.. Many sociolo-
gists of the family too, have.operated on the assumption that the
family, and indeed the family as we idealize rather than know it
(Rirdwistill, 1966, 19704 Cuber and Uaroff, 1963 t Heinskanen, 19711
Veevers, 1973) is crucial in. personalitylormation, child agd adult
socialization, and even the happiness of all in the society. From
this prevailing assumption of the necessity of the family, soma
functionalists have looked at the universal necessity of the family.

George Murdock is one who has assertecl that the family is
universal. He defined it as "the,social group characterized by common
residence, economic cooperation and reproduction. It includes adults
of.both sexes, at least two of whom maintain a sociany approved sexual
relationship, and one or more children, own or adopted, of the sexually
cohabiting adults (1949:1). Furthermore, he argued that the
is universally necessary because it universally fulfills the four
functions of socialization of children, reproduction, sexual relations
and economic cooperation. As evidence for his position Murdock
consulted ethnographies of 255 differegt cultures. Ira Reiss critiques
Murdock's position through the discussion of three societies which he
feels are exceptions to Murdock's contention. He suggests that amongst
the Nayar, the Jamaicans, and the Kibbutzim members, the four functions
do not adhere to the nuclear family. However, he then redefines the
family as a small kin-based group and continues along the samre vein
to argue for the universality of the family given his new definitioa.

The other functionalist theory of-major importance concerns
the structure and function of the nuclear family in terms of the
component parts. Talcott Parsons is the chief exemplar of thia dis-
cussion. Morgan\(1977:25) has attempted to analyse a wide range of
topics: spousal relations, socialization, industrialization and the
family, nnd the incest taboo within the one functionalist perspective.
Here we will look at the work or the division ol labour in the nuclear
family. Building on the experimental work with Robert F. Bales with
experimnotal gronps and the cross cultural analysis of sex roles in
the family by Zelditch, Parsons argues for the necessity of specializa-
tion and role differentiation within ihe family such that the adult
male plays the instrumental role and the adult female the expressive
role. The instrumental role is said to be that which is task or goal
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oriented and the expressive role iwthat which is directed to tension
management abd emotional satisfact.ion.

Exchange theory also rose to some prominence in the sociology
of the family in .the 1960's (Broderick, 1970.. Nate selee.tien theorists
beginning.forty years ago with Waller (1938) and Waller ahd Hill (1951)
hive adopted this perspective in their theory that mhtes are Selected
on the basis-of c,Asplementary need. The sebmissive person is said to
choose the assertive person, and the reverse ii order that the needs'of
each be fulfilled and balanced. In this way mates are seen as comple-
mentariparts of a system. Anotherinieresting application of exchange
theory develnped by Richer (1968) suggests a chain of iiiierlocking
relationships of exchange amongst family members so that particular
changes in the life of a child, for instance, change his poiition with
respect to _the family. The birth qf a baby or starring school are seen
as decrvasing the access of the child to rewards within the family and
increasbl his access to outside rewards. This in turn is seen as
responsibe for the movement towards "the relative deValuatiion of
parents as competitive sources of reward for the child.which.tended
toward a lessening of compliance in the child and finat:y towards
increases n coercive and material centered bargaining on the part of
the petit:Its" (1971:144).

Recent emphasis on research on marital adjustment over the
life cycle in the marriage and family literature support the view that
positivism is kn the mainstream of the sociology of the iamlly.
Researchers in this area are attempting cnmilative, quantitative research .
with the goal of describing causal laws. it is largely neither of
functionalist nor exchange nor any other positiv.stic theoretical
orientation. (Klein 1969:677-687).

The purpose of this paper is to discuss how each of the tbree
paradigms helps us in our understanding of women and the family. The

positivists begin by assuming that order is possible and observable.
Murdock defined the family and its function and then set about a .
systematic count.of the prevalence of these functions being fulfilird
by the nuclear family as he defined it in the available ethnographically
described world cultures. His assumption was that if the family uni-
versally fulfillee the functions outlined then it was universally
necessary for order in.the society. What thi., assumption ignores is
the possibility that these 'functions' actually lead to conflict and
coercion. And are even enacted out of coercion as many feminists might
argue.

lleginninf; with a definition of the family and II% function

ensures that all evidence will be considered comparable. On the othor
hand, it also ensures that the use of other model,. and definitions of
the family are ignored. Polygamous, polygnous, polyandrous, single.
parent, and homosexual families may be seen by the respective partici-

pants as famtlies, and yet not considered such in the literature..

9
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And yet, it might prove equally,interesting to describe the purposes .

served by and the prevalence of any one of these alternative families.

In the second.study discussed Parsons argued that the male
plays the instrumental role and the female the expressive role in thel
division of labour in the family. He also argued that this makes sense
beaause of the original biological,relationship of women and children
through pregnancy and lactatiqn. Because of this tie, he seems to
suggest that it is therefore logical that women ore the caretakers
of children and the providers of emotional support. That the father
plays the instrumental role is also said to be logical for Parsons.
For if the child is to be pried loose from the motherchild dyad it is,
he claims, necessary that the father stands between the family system
and the wider extrafamilial system (Morgan, 1975:36).

.

There are seieral problems with this argument from the point
of view of women and the family. The first is that at different times
and in different situations men and women "reverse roles" (i.e. house
husbands and women working outside of the'home). In single parent
families it may be possible that'one person pinys both roles. And, as
Anne Oakley has shown, staying home with the children does not ..lean
that the woman acts expressively all day long. "The qualities of the
feminine expressive role, 4S defined by Zelditch, Parsons and.others
are directly opposed to the qualities.of the housewife/housework role."
(1974:28) We might point out also thdt the ethnographic reports were
done almost entirely by men. The extent to which men can see women's
lives in an unbiased way,, tlie extent to which they have access to
women's private feelings, apd in other ways, the essential reliability
and validity of this data t questionable.

The exchaage the4ries or Waller and Richer might he criticized
as being static in orientsOon. Mate selectIon is not viewed so much
as the result of a process but as the result of an original decision.
And in Richer's framework numerous subsequent changes are said to result
from any one change in the family, for instance, the birth of a new
baby. Additionally, the whole model of exchange in exchange theory,ts
a market model (and the markei is evidently maledominated).

Current research on marital adjustment tells us something
about both men and women's adjustment over the life cycle of the
marriage. The problem from the point of view of women in the family is
that the development of criteria of a good marriage, the understan,ding
of a good marriage,similar concerns are deemed relevant for both men
and women. It has been said before but it should he considered here
that women's worldr and men's worlds are different. "It is more likely
that members of difierent social categories as men and women, located
differentially in the social structure, both msbjectively and litArally
inhabit different social worlds and realities." (Millman and Kanter,
1975:viii).

I.
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This section of the.paper has described and critiqued the
positivist paradigm from.the point Of view lit the sociology of women
in the family. The next part Will look at the same issues in the
naturalist perspectiue.

.Interpretive Understanding and IhE_Itiology of Women and theiamity

The exemplar tor the uaturalist.or social definitionist
paradigm is Max,Weber. and specifically Weber's notion of,the purpose
of sociolog4a1 fnquiry. "Sociology ... t. a science which attempts
the-interpretive, understanding of social action.in order thereby to
arrive at a causal explanatioo of its course and effects" and social
action as "Action is social insofar as by virtue of the subjective
meaning attached to it by the acting individual (or individuals) it
takes account oflthe tmhavior of others and is thereby oriented in its
course" (1947:88). While all oi Weber's work does not fit clearly
this paradigm, his view of the nature of the sociological enterprise,
as described aboire, does.

The'imnge of the spWject matter in this perspective is in
many ways a contrast to tha of the functionalist paradigm. Essential
to this perspective is the i ea that sociological study depends on
understanding the meanini of social life.tv the respondents from.their
own perspective. Blumer 'has ertioulated several of the fundamental
features of this paradigm while speaking for a specific theory called
symbolic interaction. The three premises which Blumer has outItned
are: "Humap beings act towards things on the basis of the meanings
that things have for them; meanings are derived from, or arise out
of social interactions that one has with one's fellows," these
'meanings are "handled in, and modified through an inte'rpretive..process
used by the person in dealing with the things he encounters." (Blumer,
1969:2) The major themes of this Paradigm emphasize aspects of social
reality that are quite contra,..ting to the aspects emphasized by the
social factist/functionalist caradigm. Thus theorists and researchers
operating within this framework tend to view individuals as creators

'of their worlds, and also tend to view their worlds an changing with
the changing definitions of the participants of the world. Ethno-
methodologists who also work within this paradigm hold an even more
radical view of the nature of social reality because they argue that
the focus of concern for the sociologist's ought'to he the methods used
by people to make sense of their everyday.worlds. A number or major
theories may be seen as part of this paradigm including action,
symbolic interaction, phenomenological and ethnemethodology.

In the field of sociology of the family the chief exemplars
of this tradition are the work of John Wier and Peggy liaroif. and
Elliott Liebow. Cuher and study of 437 people from the
highest end of an occupational prestige and income continuum is a
classic of this type of research. Rather than sample those who were
in marital counselling as many other studies of marital adjustment had,
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these researchetli included peoPle who,claimed to he happily married
in their. sample. They'spoke tO each of the participants for as long
as the subject- wanted to talk about the.general subject of men and ,

women. They did not have an interview schedule, norpreprepared
questions, and simply began the data collection with open ended
catalytic questions like.,"what's it.ilke to.be a woman or a 01411 today."
Rather than simply asking,'are you married or not? ar0 you h.tppily
married or not? they asked the subjects,of the study to drfine what
marriage meant to them. ,The 'study resulted in the development of a
five fold typology.of iiiatriage as defined by the participants but .

categOrized by the researchers. All of-thte-types, the fonflict-
habituated, the devitalised, the passive congenial, thelivital, and
the total 'saw themselves as happily married. The adjustments and the
meanings of marriage were, however, quite different.

In the conflict-habituated marriage the couple WWI saiii to
argae 'continually( sometimes with more and sometimes with less hostility
and vehemence. This argiiing was, however, considered eSsential to the
relotionship. As one man, a physician, reported: "Itts more like 4
runOing guerrilla fight with intermediatse periods, sometimes quite
tong, of pretty good fun and some damo good sex." f(:Libor and IlarotI,

1965:45). Those in the devitalized category tend to feel that their
days of romance and excitement as a co ple re over Kat that that is
how it ought.to be. As one.woman said, Judging by the way it was
when we were first married - say the first five years or so - things
are pretty matter-of-fact now - even dull. Now 1 don't se/ this to
complain, not in the least. Tnere's a cycle to tile. There are things
you do in high sthool and different thing's you do in college. Then

you're a young adult. And then you're middle-aged. That's where we,
are now." (Cuber and flaroff, 1965:49-56 The adjustment of the passive
congenial partners is very similar to that of the devitalized except
that things have always been 'that way' with them. The wife of a well
known lawyer put it this way. "We have both a:ways tried to be calm
and sensible about major life decisions, to think things out thoroughly
and in perspective.... This prudence has stood us in plod stead too.
Life has moved ahead ior us with remarkable orderliness and we are
deeply grateful for the foresight we had." (Cuber and heron, 1965:51)
The final two categories, the vital and total, are more similacto
the idealized view of marriage that is most prevalent. "They do the
same things, publicly at least, and when talking for public consump-
tion, say the same things - they are proud of their homes, love their
children, gripe about their jobs, while being quite proud of their
career accomplishmentc. Hut wh:711 the close intimate, confidential,
empathic look is taken. tl:e essence of the vital relationships becomes
clear: the mtes are intensely bound together psychologically in
important life matters.... It provids the life eslente for both man
and women." (Cuher and itarofi. 1965:55) lhe total .relationhip is
much like the vital relationship except th.,tt they do most everything

together. One connle'fl comments suggest siNme of this. The man says,
"I know it's conventional to say that a man's wife is responsible for

his success and I also know that it's often not Lrue. But in my Case
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I gladly acknowledge that it's nnt only true, but she's indi;pensable
to me." And the woman.says, "Ii seems to me that Bert exaggeretes
my help. It's not so mach that I only want.toitelp him; it's more
that I want to do thosc things anyway." (Cyber and Barer, 1965:54)

.

Elliot Liebow's work "Tally's Corner" may he seen as another
classic study in thin paradigm.. Lieboles work itt.the result of
participant observation of the family life of black men on the street.
As a result of the participant nhnervation and thestheoretteal
assumptions of Liebow we are presented with a picture of lite as it
is for the black families themselves. The richness, the intimate
detail, and che language of the people make this a good example of a
work that seeks to define situatidns as the participants themselves
define situations. In Liebow's study we become liery familiar with a
lew people, the peoPle like Tally, to whoM Liebou became closest over
the time of his participating and observing. One example of this is
thsecomment. of a woman about the feelings and responses of her
chrldren when their father; who normally has very little to do with
his children, gives them some money. "He gave Buddy and the others
a dime. You'd drink Jesus had laid somethiNv on them. They went all
around the neighbourhood bragging their daddy gave them a dime. I

give them nickels and dimes all day long and they don't think Anything
abqut it. But John, he can give them a dime 'and they act like he gave
them the whole world." (Lie§ow, 1)66:7E)

.

The methods used by thcise who work within this framework.are.
methods that allow the respondents to speak for themselves; Diaries,

,,autobiographies, long and unstructured interviews and observation of
people in their e.veryday life situations. The goal of this research
may ultimately be to arrive at causal laws that are generalizable
but the approach to this.goal is nbt through the route of quantifica-
tion and statistical decision-making, but rather through repeated and
anecdotal descriptions of the world as it is for various people in
various settings. Accumulation or research'findingS appears to be
difficult but it is not impossible (Ritzer, 1915:131)

There is very little work in the area of the sociolotv of'
the family that is_done from this interpretive perspective. One
important drawback to developments in this perspective is that the
naturalists do not begin with the assumption of existing institutions.
So while there is scattered work dealing with marriages, families and
sexuality, it is ge.Nerally not formally done in the field of family
sociology. One of the chief advaotages of this perspective irom the
point of view 0! woman And the faTily is that I I alIow., the Wernen to

speak for themselves And thus to describe t.heir own world as they see
it. (Bernard, 1971; Cuber and Haroff, 1965; Ltehow, 19( ) It also
alkows women to discuss parts of their lives that are ol fundamental
importance and yet may not be public, visible or olliclal (Millman
and Kanter, 1975: x; Cuber and Haroff, 1975; Liehow, 1966). Feelings
and emotions may be stressed to a greater extent than they are in
other paradigms, and this may he more u..eful for woments issues in
the family. (Hochschild, 1975:280-308; Cuber and Harolf, 1965;
Liebow, 1966).
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One signiiicant problem with this paradigm, as:41. from
the fact that it is underrepresented, is the problem of reflexivity.
Whenever an outside observer attempts to listen to and to detail the
experiehces of another, that outsider is inevitab!) biased in listening,
in hearingt.and responding, and also the outsider influences in many,
sometimes subtre;weys the data that will be given. Cuber and Haroff
do not discuss this prolgem but they have tried to minimize it through
their lack of interview:schedule and their interviewing technique.
But they do not discuss thlir relationship to each other or to the
participants in the study. They do not talk about the influence of
their gender identity or the data that they collected (1965). Liehow
does talk about his reactions to people and their reactions to him,
but this is not integral to his work, but rather a methodological
appendix. We are not sure then about how he felt, responded and felt
he was responded to as he collected his data.

This paradigm, fraught as it is with the problem of reLlexivity,
and of underrepresentation, ought to be able to 'provide a good deal

-mote data about women in the family from their own viewpoints.

A Radical Sociology of Women and the ramily

The most important distinguishing characterfstic of radical
sociolog is the emphasis on praxifi. What this means is that radical
sociologists are primarily concerned with social action; with changing
what is considered to be oppressive, and this requires a thorough
understanding of the roots of the oppression. Hence the radical
sociologists' concern with history. "To know hisory is to begin to
see how to take up the struggle again." (Duffy, 1977:2) Nor is it
limited to a simple documentation of the past. For feminists its aim
is to uncover the nature and sources of sexual oppression. Such aware
ness will point the way to change.

Radical and reformist feminists (see Duffy, 1977b) do not
share the same assumptions. Although it is safe to say that all 1

feminists.object strongly to sexual inequality; not all would attack
these in a revolutionary way. Reformists concentrate on change within
the existing system. Their concern is with-increasing opportunities
for women through legislative change. They focus on such issues as
legalizing abortion, payment for housework, or improving daycare
facilities. Radical sociologists believe that eqnality of opportunity
is not possible within the existing structure. Ihe solution for them
is major structural change.

As we have said functionalists explain sexual inequalities
as arising out ot biological differences; interpretive sociologists
are interested in the meanings attached to genderidentity and radical
sociologists attack the subordination of women. They ask questions
like: What are the structural conditions which brought about sexual
.oppression? What factors limit opportunities? And most importantly,

"..



What changes in the system are required? The answers to these questeons
are extremely complex. They require an analysis of the ways in which
the biological fact of sex and the social institutions of oppression
interrelate. According to Dorothy Smith, "becoming a Marxist has been
an enterprise in trying to discover and trying to understand the
objective, social, economic and political rel6tions which shape and
determine women's oppression in this kind of society." (Smith, 1977:
12) Clearly, this is not a simple task.

Searching for these answers has lead lethinist sociologists
in several different directions. Jagger and Struhl (197q2 have out-
lined three of these, using the distinction as the organ*ing principle
of their book Feminist Frameworks. All rely .on the methodology of
Marx and Engels, but give different emphasis to class analysis in a
Marxist sense. The labels used by Jagger and Struhl are 1) Traditional
Marxism, 2) Radical Feminism and 3) Socialist Feminism. Simply the
difference between the three is as follows. Traditional Marxists
understand that sexual inequality is tied to capi.talism and will not
be an issue under socialism. Radical Feminists maintain that sexual
inequality is a more fundamental issue than economic inequality and
must thus be attacked first. Socialist. Feminism seis that the two
go together and that they must he confronted together. The following
brief overview will clarify these differences. Together they form
the backbone of a radical sociology of women and the family.

0 Traditional Marxism
Traditional Marxists assume that the oppression of women

will end with economic oppression. Since women's oppression is
thought to be endemic to 1 class society it will be eliminated by a
class revolution. Capitalism and sexism go hand in hand; yet Capi-
talism is considered the greater ill.

Marx and Engels provide the theoretical basis for this
Position. Each of the three radical positions relles on Marxism to
some extent but this is the most literal interpretation. Relatively
speaking, Marx and Engels had little to say about women and the (amlly.
Brief comments are interspersed throughout their published work. The
main reference is Engel's book On the Origin ol the Enmity, Privat*,
Property and the State. Several passages from this are quoted in the
following discussion. These will provide an idea of the main arguments.

One of Engel's important insights is the relationship between
changing family patterns and changing economic structures:

We thus have three principle forms of marriage which correspond
broadly to three principle stages of human development. For
the period of savagery, group marriage; for barbarism, pairing
marriage; for civilization, monogamy, supplemented by adultery
and prostitution. (Quoted in The Woman Question, 1951:67)

But it is not the specific details of family evolution (which;have
received strong criticism) but his deta4led description of modern mono-
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gamous marridrge which is of primary interest:

Monogamous marriage comes on the icene as the'subjugation of
the one sex by the other; it announces a struggle between
ihe sexes unknown throughout the whole previous prehistoric
period. In an old unpublished manuscript, written by Marx
and myself in 1846, I find the words: "The 'first division
of labor is that betweenman and woman for the propagation
of children." And today 4 can add: The first class
opposition.that appears in history coincides with the de-
velopment of the antagonism between man and wombn in
monogamous marriage, and the first class oppression coincides
with that of the female sex by the male.. Monogamous marriage
was a great historical step forward: nevertheless, together
with slavery and private wealth, it opens the period that
has lasted until today in which every step forward is also
relatively a step 'backward, in which prosperity and develop-
ment for some is won through the misery and frnstration of
others. It is the cellular lorm of civ.ilized lociety, in
which the nature of the oppositions and contradictions fully
active in that society can be already studied. (op.cit.20-21)

Originally male "superiority was linked to his physical
strength. But its continued acceptance is linked to Capitalism; parti-
cularly to the introduction of private property. To pass economic
advantage male lineage was given precedence over 'mother-right'.

The reckoning of descent in the female line and the
matriarchal Law of inheritance were thereby overthrown
and the male line of descent and the paternal law of
inheritance were substituted for them.... The overthrow
of mother-right was the world histoeical .defeat of the
female sex. (ibid:16)

Marx and Engels have been accwied of demanding the abolition
of the family. Marx considered this criticism seriously enough t4.,

explain his position in writing The Commnnist Manifesto. It Was not
the abolition of the family that was weeded. but the abolition of the
bourgeois family. Bourgeois marriage had a special Meaning for Marx
fJaggar and Struhl, 1078:222) It was a marriage wherein the husband
controlled the family's wealth. This is why Marx could speak of'"the
practical absence of the family among the proletariats". The family
was principally an economic rather than an emotional unit, and it
was this economic aspect which needed changing. In fact neither Marx
nor Engels provide details of the nature of intimate relationships
following the revolution. The expectation is implicit that families
will continue to exist as social units.

According to Marx and Engels, Capitalism will creak(' the
preconditions of women's liberation. These are two; the autoalation
of domestic labour and the entrance of women into the paid labour
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force. Simone de Beauvoir is one of the modern feminists whoyould
accept the position that technological advancei pave the way toward
.liberation - particularly in freeing women from housework. Yet
these predictions are not borne out by the facts. Technological
advances have taken much of the drudgery out of housework. Women
have entered the labour force in increasing numbers. Certainly
women have more freedom. But they do not have equality.

ii) Radical Feminism
Radical Feminists rely more on the method of Marx and Engels

than on the specific details of their analysis. They do not agree
that sexism is an artifact of Capitalism alone. Sexism exists in
all economic systems. Women's oppression is more fundamental than
economic oppression. That sexual equality has not come about in
socialist countries supports this assumption. Sexual oppression is
the most basic, and the most difficult to eradicate.. The difficulty
is obvious when one considers that the defined task is to eliminate
the social importance of.gender. This is to be accomplished by
using technology to overcome the limitations that biology has imposed
on women. And this does not mean the mechanization of housework.
It means taking advantage of such advances as extrauterine fertiliza-
tion to separate procreation from the institution.of the family. In

short, to eliminate the family as a social unit. It means to
locate procreation and 'the socialization Of children In a variety of
social groupings including communes and homosexual relationships.

One of the most carefully articulated radical femin t

arguments is found in Firestone's The Dialectic of Sex (1970). Her
analysis begins with a critique of Marx and Engels whom she claims
only see women "through an economic filter". They, like Freud, were
too bound up in their own cultural biases to clearly understand the
positi-n of women. Marx and Engels recognized that the division of
labour first originated in the family, in the biological differentia-
tion between men and women. But they did not go beyond this to
analyze the deeper source of oppression 7 biology. Freud over-'
emphasized sexuality at arr.. expense of an analysis of power in sexual
relationships. Nevertheless there is much to be gained from the
methodology of Marxism and the insights of Fecud. Firestone's
goal was to develop "a materialist view of history based on sex
itself".

Biology, specifically reproduction, is the origin of sexual
dualism. Women's child-bearing function has made them dependent for
physical survival on men. This dependency results in a sexual power
imbalance of men over women. You will notice a similarity
between this line of reasoning and the biological argument of the
functionalists. The difference, however, is crucial. Whereas func-
tionalistssee biological differences as resulting in differen..
functions and roles, radical feminists envision the possibility of
overcoming them. At our stage of technological development, every
possibility exists that culture can overcome biology.
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For.Radical Feminists, heterosexual marriage is the primary
institution for the oppression of women. In other words, the libera-
tron of women is not possible within the confines cf the nuclear
family. This is in disagreement with traditional Marxists who con-
sider that women's oppression is tied to Capitalism. Firestone's
position is that sexual inequality is imbedded in the biological
family. This is the basic reproductiVe unit of mother/father/
infant. According to Firestone the cycle of oppression can
broken if women seize control of reproduction.

So that just as to assure elimination of economic classes
requires the revolt of the underclass (the proletariat) and,
in a.temporary dictatorship, their seizure of the means of
production, so as to assure the elimination of sexual
classes requires the revolt of .the underclass (women) and
the seizure of control of reproduction: not only the full
restoration to women of ownership of their own bodies, but
also their (temporary) seizure of control of human ferti-
lity--the new popul.ation biology as well as all the social
institutions of chilaearing and childrearing. And just as
the end goal of socialist revolution was not only the
elithination of th0 economic class privileAe. Out of the
.economic class distinction itself, so the ena goal of femi-
nist revolution must-i)e, unlike that of the first feminist
movement, not just the elimination of male privileic but of

\\ the sex distinction itself: genital differences between
\human beings would no longer matter culturally. (A re-
version to an unobstrUcted pansexuality--Freud's "poly-
morphous perversity"--would probably supersede hetero/homo/
bi-sexuality). The reproduttion of the species.by one sex
for the benefit of both would be replaced by (at least the
option of) artifical reproduction: chileren would be born
to both sexes equally, or independently o. either, however
one chooses to look at it; the dependence of the child on
the mother (and vice versa) would give way to a grebtly
shortened depeadence on a small group of others in yeneral,
and any remaining inferiority to adults in physical strength
would be compensated For culturally. The division of labour
would be ehded by the elimination of labour altogether
(cybernation). The tyranny of the biological family would
be broken. (Firestone, 1970: 10 - 11).

As is clear from this decree, radical lemlnists reject the
reformist position of changes within existing structures. Their po-
sition is straightforward. Marriage is nothing short of slavery
for women. In the words of another radical feminist

Since marriage constitutes slavery for women, it is clear
that the women's movement must concentrate on attacking
this institution. Freedom for women cannot he won without
the abolition of marriage. Attack on such issues as employ-
ment discrimination is superiluoua....(S. Cronan quoted In
Bart, 1971).
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iii) Socialist Feminism
Socialist feminists do not give pregedence to either class

,,pression as do traditional Marxicts, or sexual oppression as do
radical feminists. Their aim is to demonstrate the inseparability
of sexism and economic oppression And the need to strilggle simul-
taneously against both. The two are not only "eqvally oppressive"
but are mutually reinforcing. Women pley a particularly important !
mle in this relationship. AA. wives and mothers they are the primary
consumers of the goocis of capitalism. Their sporadic labour force
participation means they are a reserve army of (cheap) labOur. Very
basically, they reproduce and socialize the next .generation of workerS.

There are several assumptions made by socialist feminiits
which make this approach unique. In the first place they reject the
idea of lumping al1 women together and considering them as a class.
For not all are eqiially oppressed. The most.apparent victims are
economically disadOantaged women. Third World women and working-class
women should be amilyzed separately from the point of view of both
class oppression and male privilege (Jagger and Struhl, 1978: 85).
A second distinction of this approach is its emphasis on the emottonal
aspects of intimate relationships. Issues such as wife battering\lare
seen as consequence of women's dependency on men. Such dependency\is
not endemic to families, or to relationships between men and women. \
It is endemic to Capitalism. Exploring the emotional aspects, of
family life brings us very close to interpretive sociology. This is
to be expected. Most feminist sociologists (not all of whom are
radical) argue for the necessity of a. sociology of women which begins
with her particular world view. (see Bernard, 1973: Smith, 1974).
A third distinguishing characteristic of socialist feminism is its
location of reproduction, sexuality and housework in the realm of
production. Traditional Marxists,considered these to be in the
private sphere, with '..he result that women were essentially outside-of
the class struggle. Their tie to the relations of production was
through their husbands or fathers. Thinking of reproduction and
housework as materialist social needs relocates women in the class
struggle.

Radical sociologists have provided an important challenge to
mainstream sociology of the family. 'Their questioning of the insti-
tution of marriage and of the nuclear family, their criticisms
directed at sexism in sociology and their reminder of the centrality
of the economic structure in the shape of family arrangements p9se
important questions to functionalism. FOinist sociologists argue
vehemently for a sociology that begins wiilh "women's place". Inter-
pretive sociology provides the framework AJr this beginning. The
combination of these two alternatives, plu4 functilnalism will mean
a balanced sociological vlew.

.4 9
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Discussion and Conclusion:

The purpose of this paper has been to outline the basis of

a paradigmatic approach to the sociological study of women and the

5,,,(amily. As we have explained there is theoretical Justification and

k.long sociological tradition for the existence of three paradigma in

.sociological literature. Each paradigm is appropriate for somewhat

different questions, methods and answers. Together they add to a more

thorough and rounded view of women and the family in a personal inter-

pretive sense, as a social structural configuation and as a potenti-

ality.

Yet positivism is far more firmly entrewhed in the sociology

of the family than either interpretive or radical soóiolegy. However,

heavy reliance on positivism has definite drawbacks. It results.in a

myopic view of the social world and of the possibilities for the dis-

cipline. A critical sociology is one which not unly recognizes the

diversity of approach but takes advantage of the complexity to produce .

a vital analysis. Furthermore, a critical sociology goes beyond this

to question the assumptions which form the basis of established generali-

zations and methods of theorizing and researching. In the long run, the

understanding of sociology of women in the family from the three.points

of view is a step towards a more inclusive and Antegrative sociology.

Concluding we would like to suggest that there nre four ways

that the sociology of women in the family can be improved with a multi-

paradigmatic approach. These are: if we ask more queutions we will

get more answers; there will be a greater possibility of deaiing with

feminists' critiques of sexism; the methodological approaches will be

more varied; and'finally, policy decisions will be made on a greater

breadth of data.

We have argued that the sociology of women ana the family has

been carried out primarily in the positivistic paadigm. This melns

that the emphasis, whether on the level of the individual, the in;ti-

tution or the society, is on the constraints of the existing arrange-

ments and on the description and analysis of social 'arrangements as they

appear to an outsider who is atLempting an objective deucription. That

private data is ignored in favour of public data; that the potential

future is ignored in favour of the present; that formal arrangement is

ignored in favour of the informal; that a single classless society is

described at the expense of a complex society and that the power of

social definitions are ignored in favour of.a model of biological deter-

mination is the result of this over reliance on one paradigm.

Secon(lly, an important undercurrent in radical oritiques'of

the sociology of women and the family iu that mainstream sociology is

sexist. A sociology of women that 1.) dors not bvgin by taking for

granted existing structures and 2.) does begin with women's experience

in the social world (not mon's asvessment of that experience) will go

a long way in correcting this sexism. And this is precisely what
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radical and interpretive sociologies offer. The consideration of
these alternatives has a dual'payoff. On the one hand.challenges
to normative explanation will eventually lead to improving social ..

conditions for wOmen. On the other hand such challenges benefit
the discipline of sociology.' Feminists are quick to point out
that the development of alterfiative perspectives offem an important
contribution to the soCiology of knowleege, by demanding a re-
thinking of the mode of sociological inquiry. Jesse Bernard (1973)
goes even further. She feels we should not ask what sociology can
do for women but what women can do for sociology. How in brief can
women (and sympathetic male colleaguis) "make.uociology a better
instrument for understanding, explaining and interpreting the way
modern societies operate?" (ibid, p. 14).

A paradigmatic framework also provides the basis for a
Mett.odological critique of studies in this area. .Overi-reliance
on positivism has meant over-reliance on the methodology of posi-
tivism. Questionnaires, scales and other objective tests have been
used much more frequently than the observational techniques of
interpretive sociology. As Bernard has pointed out positivistic
methods also receive more prestige. Bernard refers to the emphasis
on "hard" data techniques of the machismo elementln research.
Another way of making the distinction is in terms of social research
as agency ("hard" data) or social research at. communion,("soft" data).
"Agency tends to see variables, communion to see human beings.
Agentic research tendd to see sex as.a variable, communal research
to see women as people." (Bernard, 1973; p. 22). Furthermore, as
Bernard points out research using only fethale subjects is not given
the credibility that is given similar researclrusing only male
subjects. If mainstream sociology gave more weight to the arguments
of interpretive and radical sociologists we could hope to overcome
these methodological weaknesses.

A reliance on the three paradigms could mean that in any
social p41icy decisions acknowledgement is made of both the structure
as it is and of the potentials for change in the structure. As well
understandings of situations from the point of view of not only the
observers and policy makers but also front the point of view of those
most affected by decisions could be a part of policy decisions. .
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